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A

Additional Descriptive Statistics

A.1

Media Consumption

We included media consumption questions in a number of surveys. Respondents reported
whether they had acquired information about national politics during the previous 7 days,
and whether they acquired it online, by watching television, by listening to the radio, and/or
by reading a print newspaper. We use this data to create the variable Mediai , defined as
the number of distinct media relied upon by individual i. We further asked respondents to
report the news sources they relied on (e.g., CNN). We used this information to create the
variable News Sourcesi . Finally, survey respondents were asked to report the amount of time
they dedicated to national politics. We used this information to code the variable Timei .
Tables E.1 and E.2 in Online Appendix E present the language used in the corresponding
survey questions.
Table A.1 reports summary statistics. Our average survey respondent relies on roughly
1.8 media, and television and internet are by far the most popular media. Further, the
average respondent relies on roughly 4.9 news sources to obtain information. Finally, the
average survey respondent reports spending roughly one hour a day consuming the news.
The median participant reports spending 34 minutes a day.

Media
Television, %
Print, %
Radio, %
Online, %
News Sources
Total Time (minutes), mean
Total Time (minutes), median

1.75
62
20
30
63
4.88
432.43
240

Table A.1: Media Consumption Summary Statistics
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A.2

Quiz-Level Summary Statistics

Table A.2 provides descriptive statistics at the quiz level. On average, in quizzes with
synthetic fake news, respondents selected 2.28 true statements. This number is identical
when looking at quizzes with actual fake news. In 2 surveys we also included quizzes about
Sports and Entertainment. When combining both types of quizzes, we see that, on average,
respondents selected 2.18 true statements. Finally, in 5 surveys we also included news
quizzes about the Democratic Party primaries: in these quizzes, on average, respondents
selected 2.36 true statements. Because not all quiz variants were included in all surveys,
Table A.2 also reports the summary statistics for the quizzes about the Federal Government
with synthetic fake news that were run concurrently with each variant.

3

All

quizzes

with

synthetic fake news

Number of true news

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

Quizzes

N

2.28

0.68

0

3

8

4932

0.72

0.68

0

3

8

4932

2.3

0.7

0

3

3

1486

0.7

0.7

0

3

3

1486

2.28

0.71

0

3

3

1436

0.72

0.71

0

3

3

1436

2.3

0.7

0

3

3

1486

0.7

0.7

0

3

3

1486

2.18

0.71

0

3

4

2196

0.82

0.71

0

3

4

2196

2.27

0.71

0

3

6

4871

0.73

0.71

0

3

6

4871

2.36

0.64

0

3

8

5013

0.64

0.64

0

3

8

5013

stories selected
Number

of

synthetic

fake news selected
Subset 1 of quizzes with

Number of true news

synthetic fake news*

stories selected
Number

of

synthetic

fake news selected
All quizzes with Snopes

Number of true news

fake news

stories selected
Number of Snopes fake
news selected

Subset 2 of quizzes with

Number of true news

synthetic fake news**

stories selected
Number

of

synthetic

fake news selected
All

quizzes

Sports

about
and

Number of true news
stories selected

Entertainment
Number

of

synthetic

fake news selected
Subset 3 of quizzes with

Number of true news

synthetic fake news***

stories selected
Number

of

synthetic

fake news selected
All

quizzes

about

Democratic primaries

Number of true news
stories selected
Number

of

synthetic

fake news selected

Table A.2: Quiz Level Summary Statistics
Note: *: Attention restricted to the news quizzes about Federal politics with synthetic fake news that were run
concurrently with the news quizzes about Federal politics with Snopes fake news. **: Attention restricted to the
news quizzes about Federal politics with synthetic fake news that were run concurrently with the news quizzes about
Sports and Entertainment. ***: Attention restricted to the news quizzes about Federal politics with synthetic fake
news that were run concurrently with the news quizzes about the Democratic Party primaries.
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B

Theory: Information and Political Accountability
This simple model builds on Strömberg [2001], Prat and Strömberg [2013], and Matějka

and Tabellini [2017]. These papers consider both endogenous information acquisition on the
part of voters and the effect of heterogeneous voter information on voting behavior. This
model focuses on the second part only: it characterizes how an incumbent in a retrospective
voting model selects policy in response to how informed different groups of voters are.
An incumbent is in office. Her only objective is to maximize the probability that she is
re-elected. The incumbent chooses a policy x within a finite policy set X.
There is a mass 1 of voters divided into a set G of socioeconomic groups. Let ug (·) be
the policy preference of voters in group g, and let sg be its mass. The policy chosen by a
Utilitarian planner is
x∗ = arg max
x∈X

X

sg ug (x) ,

g∈G

which we assume to be a singleton.
After the incumbent chooses x, every voter chooses between the incumbent and a
challenger. Voters use sincere retrospective voting. A voter i in g with information Ii
votes for the incumbent if and only if his expected policy utility from the incumbent plus
an idiosyncratic noise component εi is at least as large as the value of the challenger, which
we normalize at zero:




E ug (x) |Ii + εi ≥ 0.
We assume that the noise term εi is i.i.d. across voters with a uniform distribution on
[−a, a] where a is sufficiently large so that ug (x) ∈ [−a, a] for all g and all x.
Voters may be informed or uninformed. An informed voter observes x. An uninformed
one does not see x (but is otherwise fully rational and Bayesian). Let ρi be the probability
that voter i is informed. Let ρ̄g be the average information share in group g. The average
informed share in the population is given by:
ρ̄ =

X
g∈G

5

sg ρg .

Proposition 1 The incumbent selects policy
x̂ = arg max
x∈X

X

ρ̄g sg ug (x) ,

g∈G

which is equivalent to the policy that would be chosen by a Utilitarian planner who gives
group g weight

ρ̄g
ρ̄ sg

rather than sg .

The equilibrium payoff of group g is non-decreasing in its information share ρ̄g : If
ρ̄00g

> ρ̄0g (and all other ρ̄g ’s remain constant), then


 



ug x̂00 ≥ ug x̂0 .
Proof. Suppose x̂ is the policy chosen by the incumbent in equilibrium. Consider a
deviation: the incumbent chooses x rather than x̂. Uninformed voters do not observe the
deviation and continue to predict that the incumbent chooses x̂. The probability that an
uninformed voter in group g votes for the incumbent is therefore


Pr ug (x̂) + εi ≥ 0 =

a + ug (x̂)
2a

Informed voters instead observe the chosen policy x. The probability that an informed
voter in group g votes for the incumbent is therefore


Pr ug (x) + εi ≥ 0 =

a + ug (x)
2a

The incumbent’s vote share if she chooses x instead of x̂ is
X

p̄g sg

g∈G

 a + ug (x̂)
a + ug (x) X
1 − p̄g sg
+
.
2a
2a
g∈G

As x̂ is not under the control of the incumbent and a is a constant, we have the first part
of the proposition.
The second part is proven by contradiction. Consider two information share vectors
ρ̄0

and ρ̄00 . The vectors are identical except for group g̃, where ρ̄00g̃ > ρ̄0g̃ . Assume for

contradiction that ug̃ x̂00 < ug̃ x̂0 . As x̂00 and x̂0 are maximizers, it must be that:




X



pρ
¯ 00g sg ug x̂00



≥

g∈G

X

X

 

ρ̄00g sg ug x̂0

g∈G

ρ̄0g sg ug

 

x̂

0

≥

g∈G

X
g∈G
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ρ̄0g sg ug x̂

00



.

Add the two inequalities:
X





ρ̄00g sg ug x̂00 +

X

 

ρ̄0g sg ug x̂0 ≥

 

ρ̄00g sg ug x̂0 +



ρ̄0g sg ug x̂

X
g∈G

g∈G

g∈G

g∈G

X

Note that all terms with g 6= g̃ cancel out:




 

 



ρ̄00g̃ sg̃ ug̃ x̂00 + ρ̄0g̃ sg̃ ug̃ x̂0 ≥ ρ̄00g̃ sg̃ ug̃ x̂0 + ρ̄0g̃ sg̃ ug̃ x̂

00



that is,


ρ̄00g̃

−

ρ̄0g̃





ug̃ x̂

00



 

− ug̃ x̂0

≥ 0,

which contradicts the assumption that ρ̄00g̃ > ρ̄0g̃ and ug̃ x̂00 < ug̃ x̂0 . 
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C

Extensions and Robustness Checks

C.1

Ideological Polarization vs Socio-economic Inequality: an Alternative
Approach

We highlight an alternative approach to assess absolute and relative magnitudes of
informational levels.1

Suppose that an odd number of individuals engage in majority

(sincere) voting to determine which between two news stories is true and which is false.
Suppose these two news stories are neutral (b = 0) and typical in salience (i.e., their γ
parameter is drawn from the marginal posterior distribution of γ). What is the minimum
(odd) number of individuals needed for the group to successfully complete the task with
an ex ante probability of, say, 99%? When individuals are drawn independently at random
from the population, the minimum number of individuals is equal to 11. If we lower the ex
ante probability of success to 90%, the minimum number of individuals is 3.
Let’s now look at the effect played by partisan congruence. Consider a group of partisan
individuals (either all Republicans or all Democrats). Suppose this group of individuals must
determine which between a politically congruent true news story and a neutral fake news
story is true. According to our estimates, it again takes a group of 11 partisan individuals
to successfully complete this task with ex ante probability 99% and a group of 3 partisan
individuals to successfully complete it with ex ante probability 90%. In other words, helping
individuals by inserting a politically congruent news story rather than a neutral one does
not modify the group’s ability to successfully complete the task. Suppose now that the
true news story is politically incongruent: It takes a group of 13 partisan individuals to
successfully complete the task with ex ante probability 99% and a group of 5 individuals to
successfully complete it with ex ante probability 90%.2 Inserting a politically incongruent
news story thus has a relatively small negative impact on the group’s ability to complete the
task. Overall, in line with Table 8, the effect played by partisan congruence in determining
a group of partisan individuals’ ability to distinguish true from fake news is relatively small.
We can use the same approach to assess socioeconomic differences, for instance by again
looking at the least and most-informed groups (i.e., groups 5 and 12 in Table 10). Take first
white and wealthy men aged 47 or more. According to our estimates, it takes 7 individuals
chosen randomly from this socioeconomic group to successfully complete the group task
with an ex ante probability equal to 99% and 3 to successfully complete it with an ex
ante probability equal to 90%. Now consider young and poor minority women. It takes
29 individuals chosen randomly from this socioeconomic group to successfully complete the
We thank Noam Yuchtman for a suggestion along these lines.
For the purposes of this exercise, we suppose that Democrats (respectively, Republicans) are faced with
congruent stories that lie on the 10th percentile (respectively, 90th percentile) in the distribution of bj and
incongruent stories that lie on the 90th percentile (respectively, 10th percentile) in the distribution of bj .
1
2

8

group task with an ex ante probability equal to 99% and 9 to successfully complete it with
an ex ante probability equal to 90%.
Comparing the magnitudes of the effect played by partisan congruence to those played
by socioeconomic factors confirms the conclusions drawn in Section 4.7: when it comes to
factual news information, socioeconomic differences appear to play a much larger role than
ideological polarization.

C.2

Sports and Entertainment
Confidence

Sports

Federal Government (Same months)

0 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.75
0.75 - 1

0.04
0.51
0.45

0.04
0.52
0.44

0 - 0.33
0.33 - 0.66
0.66 - 1

0.1
0.34
0.56

0.1
0.35
0.55

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.74
0.63
0.51
0.38
0.23

0.73
0.62
0.50
0.37
0.22

-

1
1
1
1
1

Table C.1: Average Probability of Holding Correct Beliefs ρ (h), News about Sports and
Entertainment
Note: The table reports the average probability ρ (h) that respondents hold correct beliefs about true news
stories about Sports and Entertainment as well as true news stories about Federal politics.
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C.3

Democratic Party Presidential Primaries
Confidence

True Story

Fake Story

First

Second

Third

0 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.75
0.75 - 1

0.03
0.46
0.51

0.01
0.37
0.62

0.04
0.48
0.48

0.45
0.44
0.1

0 - 0.33
0.33 - 0.66
0.66 - 1

0.06
0.3
0.64

0.03
0.24
0.74

0.09
0.32
0.58

0.57
0.29
0.15

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.82
0.71
0.59
0.43
0.24

0.89
0.8
0.69
0.54
0.34

0.75
0.65
0.54
0.41
0.25

0.26
0.19
0.13
0.08
0.04

-

1
1
1
1
1

Table C.2: Average Probability of Holding Correct Beliefs ρ (h), News about the Democratic
Party Presidential Primaries
Note: The table reports the average probability ρ (h) that respondents hold correct beliefs about the first,
second, and third true news story of the month about the Democratic Party Presidential primaries as well
as about synthetic fake news.
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Age ≥
47
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Female

White

Income
60k+

π true | 1 true, 1 false
0.80
0.84
0.82
0.86
0.76
0.81
0.77
0.81
0.85
0.88
0.86
0.88
0.82
0.85
0.82
0.86

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x



h < 0.25

h ∈ (0.25, 0.75)

h > 0.75

0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.51
0.45
0.48
0.44
0.55
0.50
0.54
0.49
0.45
0.40
0.44
0.39
0.49
0.45
0.48
0.43

0.45
0.52
0.48
0.53
0.40
0.46
0.42
0.47
0.52
0.57
0.54
0.59
0.47
0.52
0.48
0.54

Table C.3: Information Levels across Socioeconomic Groups
Note: The table reports, for 16 socioeconomic groups, the average probability π that an individual belonging
to a given group selects the true statement when faced with one true and one false statement and the average
probability ρ (h) that an individual belonging to a given group assigns a probability of truth within a given
interval of confidence to true news stories about the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries. Exactly as
for Table 10 in the main paper, Table C.3 reports figures computed by estimating the hierarchical model in
which individuals’ information precision θi are drawn from a prior distribution whose mean µi depend on
individual characteristics (age, gender, income, race).
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ρ (h)

Statement

Raw Mean

b

γ

Prob of selecting

h < 0.25

h ∈ (0.25, 0.75)

h > 0.75

Democrats in Presidential debate hint at no swift end to China tariffs.
Joe Biden raised more money than Donald Trump in March
Democratic groups launched a multi-million digital ad effort to fight President Trump.
In a recent debate, all of the Democratic presidential candidates agreed universal healthcare is a top priority.
Joe Biden announced he will pick a woman to be his vice presidential running mate
Former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg has been considering whether to run for president.
Two billionaire Democratic presidential hopefuls, Michael Bloomberg and Tom Steyer, collectively spent more in
2019 than the rest of the Democratic candidates combined
Elizabeth Warren catches up with Joe Biden in a national opinion poll.
Bernie Sanders won New Hampshire’s Democratic presidential primary
Elizabeth Warren ended White House bid
Presidential candidate Elizabeth Warren proposed a Medicare for All plan that she said would not require raising
middle-class taxes.
The Democratic presidential nominating race got off to a chaotic start in Iowa, as the results of the state’s
caucuses were delayed for hours
Several states postponed Democratic Party primaries amid coronavirus outbreak
Bernie Sanders dropped out of U.S. presidential race
Joe Biden denied alleged sexual assault

0.45
0.48
0.6
0.79
0.8
0.83
0.84

0.09
-0.61
-0.11
-0.48
-0.47
0.24
0.62

0.08
0.17
0.29
1.03
0.97
0.92
1.32

0.46
0.49
0.6
0.78
0.8
0.8
0.86

0.11
0.09
0.07
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01

0.67
0.67
0.66
0.5
0.51
0.53
0.41

0.22
0.24
0.27
0.48
0.47
0.45
0.58

0.84
0.84
0.89
0.89

-0.22
-0.06
-0.25
-0.18

1.29
1.17
1.53
1.35

0.84
0.84
0.89
0.87

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.42
0.45
0.35
0.4

0.57
0.53
0.64
0.59

0.89

1.02

1.58

0.9

0.01

0.34

0.65

0.92
0.94
0.95

-0.59
0.01
0.31

1.79
2.32
2.57

0.92
0.93
0.95

0.01
0
0

0.29
0.18
0.15

0.71
0.82
0.85
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Table C.4: True News Stories about the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries
Note: The table reports all the true statements included in our quizzes about the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries. For each statement, it
also reports the share of respondents who selected it (‘raw mean’), the partisan score b (a negative value indicates that the average respondent felt the
statement reflected favorably on the Democratic Party, and conversely for a positive value), the parameter γ (i.e., the statement’s straightforwardness),
the model’s predicted share of respondents who select the statement, as well as the model’s predicted average probability ρ (h) that individuals assign a
probability within a given confidence interval to the story being true.

ρ (h)

Statement

Raw Mean

b

γ

Prob of selecting

h < 0.25

h ∈ (0.25, 0.75)

h > 0.75

Joe Biden announced he would not release tax returns
Hilary Clinton withdrew endorsement for Joe Biden
Pete Buttigieg chose Kamala Harris as his Vice-Presidential pick
Bernie Sanders ended White House bid
Bernie Sanders admitted to taking Wall Street campaign contributions
Hillary Clinton endorsed presidential candidate Tulsi Gabbard despite previous spat.
Black face photo shows up in Joe Biden’s past.
Voting Intentions Poll showed Bloomberg above Biden with white, working class voters.
George Soros refused to donate money to Biden campaign
Andrew Yang Endorsed Amy Klobuchar, saying she is ‘Most Honest in the Race’
Kamala Harris ruled out possible role as vice presidential candidate
Joe Biden announced he would consider Anthony Fauci for Surgeon General
Elizabeth Warren plan would slash 70% of mining jobs.
Pete Buttigieg received a significant donation, pushing him to the front of the fundraising race among all
Democratic candidates as of early November.
Kamala Harris attacks Cory Booker over Newark’s water problem.

0.07
0.09
0.1
0.11
0.11
0.13
0.15
0.18
0.2
0.21
0.22
0.34
0.37
0.37

0.86
0.51
0.15
-0.21
0.82
0.27
0.8
0.15
0.31
-0.01
-0.13
-0.25
0.61
0.04

-2.35
-1.89
-2
-1.64
-1.58
-1.87
-1.28
-0.83
-0.78
-0.76
-0.65
-0.24
-0.18
-0.27

0.07
0.09
0.09
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.15
0.24
0.21
0.2
0.22
0.33
0.37
0.38

0.76
0.69
0.7
0.63
0.62
0.68
0.54
0.4
0.39
0.37
0.34
0.2
0.18
0.21

0.21
0.27
0.25
0.32
0.33
0.27
0.39
0.5
0.51
0.51
0.54
0.63
0.65
0.63

0.03
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.07
0.1
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.17
0.18
0.16

0.41

0.31

-0.09

0.4

0.15

0.66

0.19

Table C.5: Synthetic Fake News about the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries
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Note: The table reports all the synthetic false statements included in our quizzes about the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries. For each statement,
it also reports the share of respondents who selected it (‘raw mean’), the partisan score b (a negative value indicates that the average respondent felt the
statement reflected favorably on the Democratic Party, and conversely for a positive value), the parameter γ (i.e., the statement’s straightforwardness),
the model’s predicted share of respondents who select the statement, as well as the model’s predicted average probability ρ (h) that individuals assign a
probability within a given confidence interval to the story being true.

C.4

Imputing Answers

The results presented in the main text were computed excluding the respondents who
selected a number of statements different from 3 when completing the news quizzes (see
Section 2 in the main text). If the tendency to select fewer than 3 statements is correlated
with information precision, one may worry that excluding these respondents may bias our
results.
We replicate our main analysis by imputing respondents’ “missing answers.” Specifically,
for all the respondents who selected fewer than 3 statements, we choose uniformly at random
the missing statements from the remaining unselected items. This amounts to assuming
that these respondents were indifferent between the remaining choices and this is the reason
why they did not select 3 statements in total.
Our main results seem broadly unaffected, except perhaps for the probability that
individuals hold correct beliefs about the news which decreases somewhat across all the
various exercises we perform. For example, as Table C.6 reports, the average probability
that individuals hold correct beliefs about the first news story of the month falls to 53%
(compared with 59%, as reported in Table 4). Similarly, the average probability that
individuals hold correct beliefs about our synthetic fake news falls to 41% (compared with
45%, as reported in Table 4). Evidence of large heterogeneity across individuals is confirmed
(see Table C.7).
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Confidence

True Story

Fake Story

First

Second

Third

0 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.75
0.75 - 1

0.04
0.43
0.53

0.05
0.56
0.4

0.08
0.63
0.29

0.41
0.47
0.12

0 - 0.33
0.33 - 0.66
0.66 - 1

0.08
0.28
0.64

0.1
0.38
0.52

0.17
0.43
0.4

0.52
0.31
0.17

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.79
0.7
0.59
0.46
0.3

0.72
0.59
0.46
0.32
0.17

0.61
0.48
0.35
0.23
0.11

0.3
0.21
0.15
0.09
0.04

-

1
1
1
1
1

Table C.6: Average Probability of Holding Correct Beliefs ρ (h)
Note: This table replicates Table 4 by including the respondents who selected fewer than 3 statements when
completing the news quizzes.
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Information tier
Lower Middle Higher
First Story
Second Story
Third Story

0.36
0.29
0.24

0.54
0.4
0.28

0.7
0.5
0.35

Table C.7: Heterogeneity across Information Tiers
Note: The table ranks individuals by their information precision and reports, for each information tier, the
average probability ρ (h) that individuals hold correct beliefs about the first, second, and third true news
story of the month.
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C.5

Comparable Subset of Quizzes about the Federal Government with
Synthetic Fake News

Confidence

True Story

Fake Story

First

Second

Third

0 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.75
0.75 - 1

0.03
0.44
0.53

0.02
0.46
0.51

0.08
0.64
0.28

0.43
0.46
0.11

0 - 0.33
0.33 - 0.66
0.66 - 1

0.08
0.29
0.63

0.06
0.3
0.64

0.17
0.44
0.39

0.54
0.3
0.17

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.79
0.69
0.59
0.47
0.31

0.81
0.71
0.58
0.44
0.25

0.61
0.47
0.34
0.22
0.11

0.29
0.21
0.14
0.09
0.04

-

1
1
1
1
1

Table C.8: Average Probability of Holding Correct Beliefs ρ (h)
Note: This table replicates Table 4 by considering only news quizzes about the Federal Government with
synthetic fake news that were included in the same surveys that also included variants of the quizzes with
actual fake news.
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C.6

MTurk Sample

Although the YouGov sample of US adult citizens is of high quality, one may wonder
whether some unobservable traits correlated with YouGov membership may drive our
results. To partly address this concern, we replicated the sixth and seventh surveys on
samples of US voters recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Table C.9
provides summary statistics for our sample of 1,119 MTurk participants, and compares
them with those of our YouGov sample. The MTurk sample is significantly younger, better
educated, and poorer. It also contains fewer nonwhite individuals. MTurk participants
also report spending significantly less time consuming national news compared to YouGov
respondents. The average MTurk survey participant reports spending roughly 40 minutes a
day and the median survey participant reports spending 21 minutes a day. The corresponding
figures for YouGov participants were 62 minutes and 34 minutes.
We estimate the various posterior distributions for our parameters of interest using the
MTurk participants who took the sixth and seventh surveys exclusively.3 Table C.10 reports
the average probability that individuals drawn from the MTurk sample hold correct beliefs
about the first, second, and third news story of the month as well as about the synthetic
fake news stories included in our sixth and seventh surveys (for different confidence levels
h). For example, the model estimates that 76% of individuals assigned a probability equal
to 75% or higher to the first news story being true, 56% of individuals assigned a probability
equal to 75% or higher to second news story being true, and 49% of individuals assigned
a probability equal to 75% or higher to the third news story being true. Similarly, 57% of
individuals assigned a probability lower than or equal to 25% to the synthetic fake news
being true.
The accuracy of individuals’ beliefs suggested by the figures reported in C.10 are even
higher than those reported in Table 4. Yet, we should be cautious when comparing both
tables: Table C.10 relies on only two surveys administered to only 1,119 participants.
Nevertheless, the figures reported in Table C.10 should partly alleviate concerns about
some of our findings depending on YouGov survey respondents being particularly news
savvy.

3

This precludes us from estimating the posterior distribution of δ, which we set equal to 1.
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(a) Socioeconomic Characteristics

Statistic
Median Age
% Female
% White
% Black
% 4yr College Degree
% Married
% Family Inc <30k
% Family Inc 30k - 60k

(b) Party Affiliations

Yougov

Mturk

ACS 2018

50
0.53
0.69
0.11
0.31
0.47
0.29
0.19

36
0.5
0.75
0.08
0.62
0.49
0.22
0.23

47.00
0.51
0.73
0.13
0.31
0.48
0.17
0.23

Party Affiliation
%
%
%
%

YouGov

Pew 2018

45
34
17
4

50
31
16
2

Democrat
Republican
Independent
Other

48
39
7
6

Table C.9: MTurk Survey Participants Characteristics
Confidence

True Story

Fake Story

First

Second

Third

0 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.75
0.75 - 1

0.01
0.23
0.76

0.02
0.42
0.56

0.02
0.48
0.49

0.57
0.36
0.08

0 - 0.33
0.33 - 0.66
0.66 - 1

0.03
0.14
0.84

0.05
0.27
0.69

0.06
0.32
0.62

0.66
0.23
0.11

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.92
0.87
0.8
0.7
0.51

0.85
0.75
0.63
0.48
0.29

0.81
0.7
0.57
0.41
0.23

0.2
0.14
0.09
0.06
0.03

-

1
1
1
1
1

Table C.10: Average Probability of Holding Correct Beliefs ρ (h)
Note: The table reports the average probability ρ (h) that individuals hold correct beliefs about the first,
second, and third true news story of the month as well as about synthetic fake news.

D

Discussion of Quiz Design
We could have designed our news quizzes in a number of alternative ways. For example,

we could have made it such that each respondent’s task consisted of either (i) determining
whether each statement in a list of 6 statements was true or false or (ii) choosing the 3 true
statements included in a list of 3 pairs containing each 1 true and 1 false statement. The
first alternative is formally identical to our setting if respondents are told that exactly half
of the 6 statements are true and if they are allowed to read all 6 statements before making
up their mind.4 Moreover, the second alternative is dominated by our quiz format because
Preventing respondents from reading all 6 statements before making their selection would make the
decision problem they face (and consequently our model estimation) significantly harder. Respondents,
4
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it would generate a distribution in the number of true statements selected by individuals
with given information precision levels with greater variance, which would make it harder
for our model to measure information precision.
An even more obvious alternative to our quiz design consists of asking respondents to
report directly the probability they ascribe to each statement being true.5 Relying on nonincentivized and self-reported confidence levels would likely generate very noisy information.
In principle, we could design menus of lotteries in which, for each statement, respondents
indicate whether they are willing to bet money on a statement being true or false (the
options in the menu would gradually increase the riskiness of the bet and one bet would
be drawn at random). Implementing menus of lotteries in the context of an online survey
is not obvious, because the surveys would presumably take much longer to complete (and
require us to educate the respondents about the lotteries). This, in turn, would limit our
ability to insert quizzes about various topics in any given survey. Also, the issue of the
interdependency between the statements would remain. Respondents would have to be
communicated how many true statements to expect (either exactly or on average) and they
would thus use all statements’ properties to form beliefs about any given statement. For
these reasons, we chose to indirectly infer beliefs by asking respondents to solve a simple
60 second task, repeated multiple times.
Finally, our method measures aided recall. We measure respondents’ ability to assess the
plausibility of various statements. An alternative approach would consist of (i) informing
respondents of the existence of a list of 3 true news stories about recent political events
selected by a panel of mainstream journalists and (ii) asking respondents to guess these
news stories. Although this alternative approach may also be used to measure respondents’
information about the news, our model would have to be extended to take a number
of indirect steps into account (e.g., modeling the ability to second-guess the journalists’
opinions).

knowing that exactly 3 statements are true, would utilize the properties of the early statements to inform
their decision regarding the later statements. This feature, in turn, would lead to complex inferences as well
as artificial asymmetries across news stories. Also, telling respondents that 3 statements are true on average
without recruiting much larger samples of respondents would make our model estimation much more noisy,
especially of the news story salience parameters. Any given statement would be read by significantly fewer
respondents and even fewer respondents would face the exact same 6 statements. Finally, including 3 true
statements on average would not be practical: our panel of journalists would have to write a much longer
list of real and false statement for us to sample from.
5
On this topic see also Kendall and Trebbi [2015].
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E
E.1

Survey
Survey Design: Surveys with Quizzes about Democratic Party Primaries
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Recruitment
& Consent
Federal
Government

Democratic
Primaries

News Habits

News Habits

Quiz Federal

Quiz Dem.

Government

Primaries

Partisan
Congruence

Partisan
Congruence

Quiz Dem.

Quiz Federal

Primaries

Government

Figure E.1: Survey Design 1
Note: Respondents were randomly allocated to two groups: the “Federal Government” group and the
“Democratic Primaries” group. Regardless of the group they were allocated to, respondents took both
the news quiz about the Federal Government and the news quiz about the Democratic Party Presidential
Primaries. Similarly, all respondents answered the media consumption questions. Respondents who were
allocated to the “Federal Government” group reported how favorable to the Republican Party, in their
opinion, each statement included in the Federal Government quiz was. Similarly, respondents who were
allocated to the “Democratic Primaries” group reported how favorable to the Democratic Party, in their
opinion, each statement included in the Democratic Primaries quiz was.
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E.2

Survey Design: Surveys with Quizzes with actual fake news and
Quizzes about Sports and Entertainment
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Recruitment
& Consent

News Habits

News Habits

News Habits

News Habits

Quiz Federal

Quiz Federal

Quiz Federal

Quiz Federal

Government
(synthetic)

Government
(snopes.com)

Government
(synthetic)

Government
(snopes.com)

Partisan
Congruence

Partisan
Congruence

Partisan
Congruence

Partisan
Congruence

Quiz

Quiz

Quiz

Quiz

Sports

Sports

Entertainment

Entertainment

Figure E.2: Survey Design 2
Note: Respondents were randomly allocated to the two variants of the news quizzes about the Federal
Government: the quiz with synthetic fake news and the quiz with actual fake news. Similarly, respondents
were randomly allocated to complete either a news quiz about Sports or a news quiz about Entertainment.
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E.3

Consent Form

Figure E.3: Consent Form
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E.4
E.4.1

Questions
Media Consumption Questions

Variable Name

Question Text

Total Media

We are interested in where you get your national news.
In the past seven days, have you...
(check all that apply)
Watched national news on television
Read about national news in a print newspaper
Read about national news online, including social media
(website and/or mobile apps)
Listened to national news on the radio
None of the above

Television Sources

In the past seven days, which television station or network
did you watch to learn about national news?
(check all that apply)
CNN, Fox, MSNBC, C-Span, CBS, ABC, NBC, PBS
One America News, Local TV Station, Other (please specify)

Print Sources

In the past seven days, which print newspapers did you read
to learn national news? (check all that apply)
Arizona Republic, Chicago Tribune, Houston Chronicle,
Los Angeles Times, New York Times, New York Daily News
New York Post, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post
Boston Globe, Miami Herald, USA Today,
Local Newspaper, Other (please Specify)
Table E.1: News Consumption 1/2
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Variable Name

Question Text

Online Sources

In the past seven days, which online sources did you use to learn
about national news. (check all that apply)
MSN News, ABC, Yahoo News, Google News, Huffington Post,
CNN, NYTimes, Fox, NBC, Washington Post, Washington Times,
Guardian, WSJ, USA Today, LA Times, Facebook, YouTube,
Twitter, Vox, InfoWars, The Daily Signal,
The National Review, Buzzfeed, Slate,
BBC, The Hill, Breitbart, Other (please specify)

Radio Sources

In the past seven days, which radio station did you listen to learn
about national news? (check all that apply)
NPR, Local Radio Station,
Internet-only Radio station, Other (please Specify)

Media Exposure

In the past seven days, have you spent time reading about,
watching, or listening to news about current national events
(newspapers, TV, radio, internet, and so on)?

Total Time

How much time have you spent reading about, watching, or listening
to news about current national events
(newspapers, TV, radio, internet, and so on)?

Table E.2: News Consumption 2/2
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E.4.2

News Quizzes

Figure E.4: Quiz Example (March 2020), Step 1
Note: 1,000 points correspond to $1.

Figure E.5: Quiz Example (March 2020), Step 2
Note: The order of the statements was randomized across respondents.
respondents select 3 statements within 60 seconds.
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A timer was added to help

Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from May 2019. Survey administered in June 2019

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Mexico agreed to take more migrants seeking asylum
in the United States while they await adjudication of their cases.
• Alabama’s governor signed a bill to ban nearly all abortions in the state.
• President Trump proposed plan to make
U.S. immigration more merit-based.
• Attorney General Barr released text message from Special Counsel
prosecutor Robert Mueller text: ‘We’re taking down Trump’.
• US Border Patrol facility admitted to measles outbreak
among migrant children in custody.
• Trump administration to continue to allow U.S. research
using fetal tissue from abortions.

Table E.3: Quiz Federal Government 1
Note: The quiz deals with the Federal Government and includes synthetic fake news. The quiz was
administered through YouGov. The first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and the last 3
statements correspond to the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from September 2019. Survey administered in October 2019

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Whistle-blower report complains of White House
cover-up on Trump-Ukraine scandal.
• Supreme Court granted a request by President Trump’s administration
to fully enforce a new rule that would curtail asylum
applications by immigrants at the U.S. - Mexico border.
• At a closed-door meeting at the White House, top envoy to China
delivered evidence of rising Farm Belt frustration over bio-fuel policy.
• President Trump announces he will resume peace talks
with Iran at UN General Assembly.
• China blacklists Apple, Microsoft amid escalating trade war.
• Vaping case to make its way to Supreme Court.
News Stories from September 2019. Survey administered in October 2019

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Elizabeth Warren catches up with Biden in national opinion poll.
• Democrats in presidential debate hint at no swift end to China tariffs.
• In a recent debate, all of the Democratic presidential candidates
agreed universal healthcare is a top priority.
• Elizabeth Warren plan would slash 70% of mining jobs.
• Kamala Harris attacks Cory Booker over Newark’s water problem.
• Black face photo shows up in Biden’s past.

Table E.4: Quiz Federal Government 2 & Quiz Democratic Party Primaries 1
Note: The top quiz deals with the Federal Government and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz
deals with the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries and includes synthetic fake news. Both quizzes were
administered through YouGov. For each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and
the last 3 statements correspond to the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from Oct./Nov. 2019. Survey administered in November 2019
and February 2020

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• A whistleblower filed a complaint against President Trump,
leading to an impeachment inquiry.
• Republican lawmakers in the House of Representatives
condemned President Trump’s decision to withdraw troops from Syria.
• The Trump administration credited cooperation from Mexico
and Central American countries in cracking down on migrants.
• President Trump’s Tax Returns showed billions given to various charities.
• China and the United States agreed on a new comprehensive trade deal.
• Isis beheaded three Americans in response to Al-Baghdadi’s death.
News Stories from Oct./Nov. 2019. Survey administered in November 2019

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Presidential candidate Elizabeth Warren proposed a Medicare for All plan
that she said would not require raising middle-class taxes.
• Former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg
has been considering whether to run for president.
• Democratic groups launched a multi-million digital ad effort
to fight President Trump.
• Voting Intentions Poll showed Bloomberg above Biden
with white, working class voters.
• Pete Buttigieg received a significant donation,
pushing him to the front of the fundraising race
among all Democratic candidates as of early November.
• Hilary Clinton endorsed presidential candidate Tulsi Gabbard
despite previous spat.

Table E.5: Quiz Federal Government 3 & Quiz Democratic Party Primaries 2
Note: The top quiz deals with the Federal Government and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz
deals with the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries and includes synthetic fake news. Both quizzes were
administered through YouGov. For each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and
the last 3 statements correspond to the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from Jan./Feb. 2020. Survey administered in February 2020

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• The U.S. Senate acquitted Trump of impeachment charges.
• Attorney General William Barr said that President Trump’s attacks
on prosecutors, the judge and jurors in the trial of Roger Stone
undermined the Justice Department’s work.
• The House of Representatives passed legislation
seeking to rein in President Trump’s ability
to deploy U.S. forces to fight abroad.
• A Tape surfaced of President Trump supporting abortion.
• Mitt Romney decided to run for president against Trump
in the 2020 race after breakout role in impeachment.
• President Trump took a week-long break from Campaigning
to Deal with Coronavirus Outbreak.
News Stories from Jan./Feb. 2020. Survey administered in February 2020

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Two billionaire Democratic presidential hopefuls,
Michael Bloomberg and Tom Steyer, collectively
spent more in 2019 than the rest of the Democratic candidates combined.
• Bernie Sanders won New Hampshire’s Democratic presidential primary.
• The Democratic presidential nominating race
got off to a chaotic start in Iowa,
as the results of the state’s caucuses were delayed for hours.
• Pete Buttigieg chose Kamala Harris as Vice-Presidential pick.
• Bernie Sanders admitted to taking Wall Street campaign contributions.
• Andrew Yang Endorsed Amy Klobuchar,
saying she is ‘Most Honest in the Race.’

Table E.6: Quiz Federal Government 4 & Quiz Democratic Party Primaries 3
Note: The top quiz deals with the Federal Government and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz
deals with the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries and includes synthetic fake news. Both quizzes were
administered through YouGov. For each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and
the last 3 statements correspond to the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from March 2020. Survey administered in April 2020

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• U.S. Supreme Court allowed President Trump’s
‘Remain in Mexico’ asylum policy.
• President Trump declared coronavirus a national emergency.
• President Trump notified Congress he is firing
the inspector general of U.S. intelligence community.
• President Trump fired coronavirus advisor Dr. Anthony Fauci.
• Nancy Pelosi under investigation by Justice Department over
alleged insider trading during coronavirus outbreak.
• Agriculture trade group marched in Washington
to draw attention to export problems.
News Stories from March 2020. Survey administered in April 2020

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Elizabeth Warren ended White House bid.
• Several states postponed Democratic Party primaries
amid coronavirus outbreak.
• Joe Biden announced he will pick woman to be
his vice presidential running mate.
• Kamala Harris ruled out possible role
as vice presidential candidate.
• Bernie Sanders ended White House bid.
• Joe Biden announced he would not release tax returns.

Table E.7: Quiz Federal Government 5 & Quiz Democratic Party Primaries 4
Note: The top quiz deals with the Federal Government and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz
deals with the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries and includes synthetic fake news. Both quizzes were
administered through YouGov. For each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and
the last 3 statements correspond to the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from April 2020. Survey administered in May 2020.

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• President Trump said he would address national debt if re-elected.
• In win for President Trump, U.S. Supreme Court made
deporting immigrants for crimes easier.
• Senior U.S. House members vowed to pass
major defense bill despite pandemic.
• President Trump’s campaign saw steep rise
in donations after press conferences.
• President Trump announced tax returns to be released by Mid-May.
• Around 20% of IRS stimulus checks bounced.
News Stories April 2020. Survey administered in May 2020

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Joe Biden raised more money than Donald Trump in March.
• Joe Biden denied alleged sexual assault.
• Bernie Sanders dropped out of U.S. presidential race.
• George Soros refused to donate money to Biden campaign.
• Joe Biden announced he would consider
Anthony Fauci for Surgeon General.
• Hilary Clinton dropped endorsement for Joe Biden.

Table E.8: Quiz Federal Government 6 & Quiz Democratic Party Presidential Primaries 5
Note: The top quiz deals with the Federal Government and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz
deals with the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries and includes synthetic fake news. Both quizzes were
administered through YouGov and MTurk. For each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true
statements and the last 3 statements correspond to the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from July 2020. Survey administered in August 2020.

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• In a first, President Trump donned a mask in visit to a military medical facility.
• President Trump announced plan to send federal agents to the cities of Chicago
and Albuquerque to crack down on violent crime.
• President Trump attacked ‘left-wing cultural revolution’ in Mount Rushmore address.
• Joe Biden called for ‘defunding the police’ in first 100 days as president.
• Congresswoman Ocasio-Cortez admitted to fabricating exchange with GOP lawmaker.
• President Trump Publicly Considered New Running Mate Amid Pence Disagreement.
News Stories July 2020. Survey administered in August 2020

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• In a first, President Trump donned a mask in visit to a military medical facility.
• President Trump announced plan to send federal agents to the cities of Chicago
and Albuquerque to crack down on violent crime.
• President Trump attacked ‘left-wing cultural revolution’ in Mount Rushmore address.
• A photograph shows President Obama, Dr. Anthony Fauci, and Melinda Gates
at a laboratory in Wuhan, China, in 2015.
• U.S. Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez tweeted that businesses should be kept closed
until after the 2020 presidential election.
• President Trump tweeted that the Confederate flag is a ‘symbol of love.’

Table E.9: Quiz Federal Government 7 & Quiz Federal Government 8
Note: The top quiz deals with the Federal Government and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz
deals with the Federal Government and includes fake news from snopes.com. Both quizzes were administered
through MTurk. For each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and the last 3
statements correspond to the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from October 2020. Survey administered in November 2020.

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• McConnell avoided White House, citing laxity on masks, COVID-19 precautions.
• Second U.S. presidential debate officially canceled after Trump balked.
• Trump Supreme Court pick Barrett pledged to follow law, not personal views.
• White House to host election night viewing party, Fauci calls it “potential disaster.”
• Kanye West called for special prosecutor if Biden elected.
• President Trump tweeted about Black Lives Matters protests
taking place in front of Mar-a-Lago.
News Stories October 2020. Survey administered in November 2020

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Mitch McConnell avoided White House, citing laxity on masks, COVID-19 precautions.
• Second U.S. presidential debate officially canceled after Trump balked.
• Trump Supreme Court pick Barrett pledged to follow law, not personal views.
• Democratic U.S. presidential nominee Joe Biden said that he grew up in section 8
housing during a town hall debate.
• While speaking of the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994,
Joe Biden referred to Black Americans as “super-predators.”
• President Trump said: “The doctors said they’ve never seen a body kill the Coronavirus
like my body. They tested my DNA and it wasn’t DNA. It was USA.”

Table E.10: Quiz Federal Government 9 & Quiz Federal Government 10
Note: The top quiz deals with the Federal Government and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz
deals with the Federal Government and includes fake news from snopes.com. Both quizzes were administered
through YouGov. For each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and the last 3
statements correspond to the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from October 2020. Survey administered in November 2020.

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Lakers return to glory, claim record-tying 17th NBA title.
• Los Angeles Dodgers beat the Rays 4-2 in Game Five of the World Series.
• Cleveland Browns wide receiver Odell Beckham Jr.
suffered a season-ending knee injury.
• Lebron James Retires, Becomes Cavaliers new coach.
• Miami Marlins trade for First Pick in 2021 MLB Draft.
• New England Patriots undefeated going into Week 8.
News Stories October 2020. Survey administered in November 2020

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Rudy Giuliani shown in hotel bedroom scene in new ’Borat’ film.
• Guitar rock legend Eddie Van Halen dies of cancer at 65.
• World Series draws record-low audience for 2nd night.
• NFL pushes off Super Bowl until Fall in hopes of drawing larger crowd.
• Disney cancels season 3 of The Mandalorian.
• Natalie Portman to star in next Woody Allen movie.

Table E.11: Quiz Sports 1 & Quiz Entertainment 1
Note: The top quiz deals with Sports and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz deals with
Entertainment and includes synthetic fake news. Both quizzes were administered through YouGov. For
each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and the last 3 statements correspond to
the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from January 2021. Survey administered in February 2021.

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• U.S. Senate Republican leader McConnell said Trump ‘provoked’ Jan. 6 riot.
• Joe Biden sworn in as U.S. president.
• Joe Biden said U.S. coronavirus death toll to probably top 500,000 by end of February.
• Mike Pence Revealed Bombshell Allegations in Impeachment Trial.
• Biden signed executive order temporarily
barring guests from Capitol and other federal buildings after riots.
• Biden transition team’s Twitter handle under fire
after mistakenly reposting anti-Trump meme.
News Stories January 2021. Survey administered in February 2021

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• U.S. Senate Republican leader McConnell said Trump ‘provoked’ Jan. 6 riot.
• Biden sworn in as U.S. president.
• Biden said U.S. coronavirus death toll to probably top 500,000 by end of February.
• President Joe Biden signed an executive order in 2021
allowing the U.S. to fund abortions abroad.
• U.S. Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene said “If English was good enough for Jesus,
it’s good enough for us.”
• As of late January 2021, former U.S. President Donald Trump had started
a new U.S. political party called the “Patriot Party.”

Table E.12: Quiz Federal Government 11 & Quiz Federal Government 12
Note: The top quiz deals with the Federal Government and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz
deals with the Federal Government and includes fake news from snopes.com. Both quizzes were administered
through YouGov. For each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and the last 3
statements correspond to the false statements.
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Variable Name

Question Text
News Stories from January 2021. Survey administered in February 2021.

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Brady leads Buccaneers to Super Bowl win on home field.
• Mavs stop playing anthem, per Cuban’s decision.
• Olympics-Tokyo 2020 president says will hold Games
regardless of pandemic situation.
• Barcelona’s Lionel Messi out 7-8 weeks after injury.
• Duke Fires Krzyzewski for Illegal Recruitment Scheme.
• Lebron on Trading Block for Future First Round Picks.
News Stories January 2021. Survey administered in February 2021

Correct Answers

The following list of statements contains three true statements
and three false statements.
To the best of your recollection, which three statements are true?
Please select exactly three statements.
You have 60 seconds to answer this question.
• Budweiser Skips Super Bowl Ad, Promises Vaccine Education Instead.
• Armie Hammer Dropped by WME In Wake of Social Media Allegations.
• Streaming services, including Netflix and Amazon,
dominated the list of Golden Globe nominees.
• ABC’s “The Bachelor” to cancel upcoming season
after allegations of bullying on set.
• Netflix offers healthcare workers discount on streaming
service following months of petitioning.
• Disney announced Marvel Star Wars crossover.

Table E.13: Quiz Sports 2 & Quiz Entertainment 2
Note: The top quiz deals with Sports and includes synthetic fake news. The bottom quiz deals with
Entertainment and includes synthetic fake news. Both quizzes were administered through YouGov. For
each quiz, the first 3 statements correspond to the true statements and the last 3 statements correspond to
the false statements.

E.4.3

News Story Partisan Congruence
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Figure E.6: News Story Partisan Congruence, Example True Statement
Note: After completing a news quiz, respondents are revealed which statements are true and which
statements are false. Respondents are asked to state how favorable to the Republican Party, in their opinion,
each true statement is.

Figure E.7: News Story Partisan Congruence, Example False Statement
Note: After completing a news quiz, respondents are revealed which statements are true and which
statements are false. Respondents are asked to state how favorable to the Republican Party, in their opinion,
each false statement would have been had it been true.
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Variable Name

Question Text

Congruence

For each of the following statements about recent events,
how favorably does the statement reflect on the Republican Party?
Reflects very unfavorably on the Republican Party
Reflects unfavorably on the Republican Party
Does not reflect either favorably or unfavorably on the Republican Party
Reflects favorably on the Republican Party
Reflects very favorably on the Republican Party
If the following statement had been true,
how favorably would you say it reflects on the Republican Party?
Reflects very unfavorably on the Republican Party
Reflects unfavorably on the Republican Party
Does not reflect either favorably or unfavorably on the Republican Party
Reflects favorably on the Republican Party
Reflects very favorably on the Republican Party

Congruence

Table E.14: News Story Partisan Congruence 1/2
Note: After completing news quizzes about the Federal Government, respondents are asked to state how
favorable to the Republican Party, in their opinion, each true and false statement is (see Figures E.1 and
E.2).
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Variable Name

Question Text

Congruence

For each of the following statements about recent events,
how favorably does the statement reflect on the Democratic Party?
Reflects very unfavorably on the Democratic Party
Reflects unfavorably on the Democratic Party
Does not reflect either favorably or unfavorably on the Democratic Party
Reflects favorably on the Democratic Party
Reflects very favorably on the Democratic Party

Congruence

If the following statement had been true,
how favorably does the statement reflect on the Democratic Party?
Reflects very unfavorably on the Democratic Party
Reflects unfavorably on the Democratic Party
Does not reflect either favorably or unfavorably on the Democratic Party
Reflects favorably on the Democratic Party
Reflects very favorably on the Democratic Party

Importance

We are interested in your opinion about the importance
of recent events related to the Republican Party.
For each of the following statements about recent events,
please tell us how important you view each.
Not important
Slightly important
Moderately important
Important
Very Important

Importance

We are interested in your opinion about the importance
of recent events related to the Democratic Party.
For each of the following statements about recent events,
please tell us how important you view each.
Not important
Slightly important
Moderately important
Important
Very Important

Table E.15: News Story Partisan Congruence 2/2
Note: After completing news quizzes about the Democratic Party Presidential Primaries, respondents are
asked to state how favorable to the Democratic Party, in their opinion, each true and false statement is (see
Figures E.1 and E.2). In a number of surveys, respondents are also asked to report how important, they
feel, each true statement is.
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F

Additional Figures

Figure F.1: Example of News Quiz from Price and Zaller [1993]
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Figure F.2: Example of News Quiz from Price and Zaller [1993] (continued)
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Figure F.3: Example of News Quiz from Pews News IQ survey
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